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BACKGROUND AND CONTEX�
Out of the 77 million adults in the Philippines, only 15 million have bank savings, and just 1.7 million can tap into bank
credit. Maya’s goal is to close the banking gap of Filipino adults to own a savings account and use bank credit.

However, over the years, Maya had been pegged as the older brand within the category, attracting Gen X. Maya saw
this as an opportunity to venture into new territory for the brand, and bring about a banking revolution to Filipinos by
attracting Gen Zs and Millennials, the early e-wallet adopters, who are dissatisfied with the current e-wallet experience
due to security concerns, and traditional banks’ poor mobile banking experience.

CAMPAIGN OBJECTIVES

Maya saw an opportunity to address Gen Z's experience with
mobile banking by communicating the convenience of an
e-wallet, with the security of a bank. They challenged
themselves to deliver Php 10B deposits and secure Php 500K
within 6-8 months after launch; drive the highest app
downloads among PH digital banks in 2022; increase brand
awareness and consideration; and improve Maya’s brand
image among Gen Zs and young Millennials.

CREATIVE STRATEGY

Maya turned traditional banking on its head using music, games, and street art to make money fun for the Gen Z,
hinged on a Creative Idea: Your Money, Your Way!

Maya strategically tapped into market truths: while money represents freedom for Gen Zs, consumers often perceive
banking as dull. They needed to break old money rules to become an icon of financial freedom for Gen Z, so they
partnered with local hip-hop icon Shanti Dope and produced a song reflecting Gen Z aspirations – The Anthem for
Financial Freedom – pre-released as an unbranded, music single on YouTube and other music apps.

Freedom and self-expression is seen through every aspect of the campaign – from the music, tattoos and street art, to
the diversity of characters – it captures the sense of freedom that is important to the youth. Freedom is also about
access and so the music video and Maya app was gamified, with unique cash codes hidden throughout the music video
and missions within the app. The app’s launch was publicized through Shanti’s performances across different media.
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“[Shan�� Dope’s mus�c v�deo] was ac�ually launched unbranded. I �ound �ha� so power�ul because i� we’re
�alking abou� You�ube’s role, ��’s in a di�feren� league. [Maya was] s�rong in messaging, endorser
collabora��on mindse�, aud�ence, [and] �he pla�form used [g�ven �he results Maya ach�eved].”
Denise Haak, President, IMMAP

WHA� ROLE DID YOUTUBE P�AY?

As a go-to platform for music videos, YouTube emerged as a major pillar of the campaign as Maya leveraged the
platform’s prime real estate: mastheads. Three mastheads were utilized to establish massive impact for the launch;
multiple video campaigns of different ad lengths to drive awareness and consideration; and a roadblock and content
sponsorship, with the first-ever made-for-YouTube web series, to strengthen connections with Maya's target audience.

OVERAL� EFFECTIVENESS

Maya’s rebrand demonstrated topnotch performance
across all media and brand metrics that were tracked.

● Media metrics: Mastheads generated 44.4M
impressions, roadblock achieved 440% higher than
target reach, brand integrations garnered 50M
impressions, and the music video ranked 8th among
trending YouTube Music during its first week

● Brand metrics: Growth in awareness (85 to 99 pts) at
par with market leader GCash (100 pts), and
consideration (73 pts), and higher imagery scores
among Gen Z and millennials who saw the campaign

● Business performance: Surpassed target deposits by
47% in 6 months, gained 1.5M new savings accounts (3x
more than target), and 25.2M cumulative app downloads
by December 2022

WHY DID THIS CAMPAIGN WIN?

Maya designed the campaign to address relevant financial
pain points of Gen Z and Millennials, and used its
namesake, the national bird of the Philippines – the symbol
of tenacity and resilience as part of its iconography.

The campaign demonstrated a perfect mix of category
insights, creativity, and platform fit in partnering with
YouTube; with their ingenious use of music marketing that
was amplified by YouTube’s mastheads to deliver strong
brand impact.
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